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In social we are learning about

to touch something that has the

the Northeast Region and its his- opposite charge you most likely
tory there. The first thing we

will get a shock. – Lilly

the Pilgrims landed there. We

learning about estimating and

Native Americans and how they

word problems. Like this one: You

learned was the Mayflower and
learned what they did with the

In Math this week we are still

rounding numbers. We worked on

traded with each other. – Sophie give 47 apples to 29 schools.

Because it has been so cold out- About how many apples did you

side all week, we had to stay in-

side for recess. On Wednesday,

give out? You round 47 to 50 and
29 to 30. The you multiply them:

we went to the church basement 50 x 30 = 1,500. So 1,500 is close
to run around. On Thursday, we
played games in the library. I

to 47 x 29. – Joe

In religion, we talked about the

wonder where we will be today? – Epiphany. The Epiphany is when
Drake
the Three Wise Men reached baIn Science this week, we learned
by Jesus in the manger. We also
about static electricity. We
talked about all the responses we
learned that static happens
are supposed to say in church and
when an object becomes either
positively or negatively charged. all the prayers we

1. piece
2. peace
3. break
4. brake
5. threw
6. through
7. by
8. bye
9. beat
10.beet
11. thrown
12.throne
13.aloud
14.allowed
15.past
16.passed
17.weight
18.wait
19.there
20.their
21. principal
22. principle
23. symbol
24. cymbal
25. stationary
26. stationery

NEXT WEEK:
 Jan. 9-27 NWEA Test
 Jan. 12-13 No Mass
and the charges are trying to
end of school. - Axel  Jan. 13 End of 2nd Qrt.
FUTURE:
get away from each other. That
 Jan. 16 No School
is why your hair stands up when
 Jan. 26 Our Class Mass
 Jan. 28-29 CSW Kick-off Mass

This means there is an imbalance, need to know by the

rubbed with a balloon. If you try

This week in English we worked on Linking and Action Verbs. Action verbs show action,

and a linking verb tells what the subject is, or what the subject is like. Here are two sentences to show examples. The students run down the hall. The weather is calm today.
“Run” is an action verb, and “is” is the linking verb. – Bryan

In this very short week, we’ve read the story The Stranger. Do you think it is a terror

story? No, it is not, but it sure does sound like one. It is about this hermit, who is a person that lives alone in the woods, that gets hit by Farmer Bailey. Farmer Bailey takes

him home and calls the doctor. The stranger cannot remember who he is. Next, it’s be-

coming fall time all around except for the farm where the stranger is. After that the

stranger starts remembering, and he blows on a leaf and it turns orange. Finally, he realizes he is The Spirit of Fall, so he runs through the farm to make it fall. – Jade

On New Years, I stayed up until midnight and watched the ball drop in New Orleans and in

New York. My Sister watched me while my parents went to a party. – Jacob

Working
hard on our
newsletter
pieces.

